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This paper applies the theory of characteristic parsing to obtain very small parsers in 
three special cases. The first application is for strict deterministic grammars. A charac- 
teristic parser is constructed and its properties are exhibited. It is as fast as an LI,~ parser. 
It accepts every string in the language and rejects every string not in the language although 
it rejects later than a canonical LR parser. The parser is shown to be exponentially smaller 
than an LR parser (or SLR or LALR parser) on a sample family of grammars. General 
size bounds are obtained. A similar analysis is carried through for SLR and LAI,R 
grammars. 
INTRODUCTION 
In [8], which is essentially the first part of this work, characteristic parsing was intro- 
duced and a basic theory was developed. The fundamental idea of this framework is 
to regard an LR parser as a table-driven device. Since LR-like tables are derived from 
sets of items, a parameterized algorithm is given in [8] for generating sets of items based 
on "characteristics" of the underlying grammar. This technique provides parsers that 
work as fast as LR parsers; every string in the original anguage is accepted by the parser; 
every string not in the original language is rejected by the parser (although perhaps 
later). Lastly the parsers arc much smaller than could be constructed by any other 
known techniques [1, 2]. The purpose of this paper is to exploit that theory and to give 
three examples of the construction of small parsers for three important families of 
grammars which satisfy the conditions mentioned above. 
There is no way to understand the techniques and proofs of this paper without reading 
[8] first. Because the present paper is essentially a continuation of [8], it is. organized 
in the following manner. At the conclusion of this Introduction, the present paper 
starts with Section 7. A reference to Algorithm 2.1 refers to Algorithm 2.1 of Part I [8]. 
Section 7 applies the theory of Part I to the case of parsing strict deterministic grammars. 
In Section 8, precise statements can be made about the size of the resulting parsers. 
Section 9 discusses SLR and LALR [3, 16] parsing and fits these concepts into the 
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characteristic parsing framework. Section 10 presents a number of conclusions and 
mentions yet another application called production prefix parsing [5]. 
Since basic notation was established in Part I [8] of this work, it is only necessary to 
supplement previous conventions. 
DEFINITION. Let X be a set. A weak partition of X is a collection rr = {X 1 , Xe .... } 
of nonempty subsets of X such that 
i 
A weak partition is a partition if the subsets are pairwise disjoint. The X~ are referred 
to as blocks when w is a partition. 
Since one of the applications of the present paper involves trict deterministic grammars 
[1 l, 12], the basic definitions of that subject are listed below. 
DEFINITION. Let G = (V, 2J, P, S) be a context-free grammar and let 7r be a partition 
of the set V of terminal and nonterminal letters of G. Such a partition 7r is called strict 
if and only if 
(i) 22~r  and 
(ii) for any A,A '~Nand a, fl, f l ' c  V* if both A -~o43 and A ' -~af t '  are in P 
and A -= A' (mod rr) then either 
(a) both fl, fl' ~ A and alfl = raft, (mod ~r) or 
(b) fi - f l ' :=AandA-  A'. 
DEFINITION. A context-free grammar G = (V, Z, P, S) is called strict deterministic 
if and only if there exists a strict partition rr of V-. A language L is called a strict deter- 
ministic language if and only if L = L(G) for some strict deterministic grammar G. 
From the definition of a strict deterministic grammar, it may contain A-rules although 
only in restricted ways. It was shown in Theorem 2.5 of [11] that any strict deterministic 
language is either {A} or has a A-free strict deterministic grammar. It is convenient to 
make the following convention which results in no essential loss of generality. 
Convention. All strict deterministic grammars considered here are assumed to be 
A-free. 
Another concept hat will be important is that of a production prefix. 
I)eHNITIOr;. Let G - (V, X, P, S) be a context-free grammar and let A ~ N. We 
say that a e V ~ is a production prefix of A if there exists some production A -+ ~ in P 
where a is a prefix of ft. We extend this definition to sets by saying that for some N' ~ N, 
a ~ V* is a production prefix of N '  if there exists some A ~ N '  such that A --* fi is in P 
and c~ is a prefix of ft. 
We will also make frequent use of the following definition. 
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DEFINITION. Let G-~: (V,)_2, P, S) be a reduced context-free grammar. We say 
that B ~ LEFT(A) if there exists some V ~ V* such that A ~L By with no A-production 
in this derivation. We extend this definition to sets by saying that for N 'C  N 
B 6 LEFT(N') if there exists some A c N'  such that B ~ LEFT(A). 
7. STRICT DETERMINISTIC PARSING 
Strict deterministic grammars, which constitute a subset of the LR(O) grammars, 
were first discussed in [11, 12]. We will deal only with those strict deterministic grammars 
such that (1) G is reduced and (2)L(G) is not degenerate, that is L(G)/: {A}, f~. They 
arc interesting for several reasons. 
(1) They admit a parsing algorithm that is a cross between a top-down and 
bottom-up arser. The tree structure of a parse can be calculated in a top-down fashion, 
however, the labels on the nodes of the tree, that is, nonterminals to which we are 
reducing, must be calculated in a bottom-up fashion. An algorithm that is of this "mixed" 
variety is given in [12]. It has the deficiency that it appears to be slower than the canonical 
LR(O) parsing algorithm, although it appears to use less space. 
(2) Theoretically, they are interesting in that they are the class of grammars 
generated by applying the transformation as in [9, 11] for obtaining a grammar for a 
language accepted by a DPDA by erupting its pushdown stack in a final state. 
(3) They are useful in obtaining theoretical results. The first rigorous proof showing 
that the class of LR(1) grammars generate the deterministic languages was done using 
strict deterministic grammars as an intermediate step in [12]. 
(4) The class of languages generated by this set of grammars is the prefix-free 
deterministic languages. Therefore, any deterministic language can be injected into the 
class of strict deterministic languages by adding an "endmarker." 
In this section, we develop a strategy for parameterizing Algorithm 2.1 that will 
give us a small set of LR(O) parsing tables for strict deterministic grammars. As in the 
case of canonical LR(h) parsers, we begin by studying the items and sets of items that 
the valid strict deterministic tem generating algorithm should produce. After showing 
that this collection of sets of items is consistent, we shall present the appropriate strategy 
for generating these items. At this point, the constructions of the previous chapter can 
be employed to give a strict deterministic characteristic parser. By the results for general 
characteristic parsers, the parser is guaranteed to act properly on correct and error 
inputs. 
In strict deterministic parsing, we wish to be able to predict in a top-down fashion 
the tree structure of the parse, and the labels on the nodes of the parse tree within the 
equivalence class of the strict partition. Therefore, when the parser is ready to accept 
the right-hand side generated by some nonterminal, we will also be willing to accept 
the right-hand side produced from any other nonterminal in the same equivalence class 
under our strict partition. This leads to the following definition: 
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DEFINITION 7.1. I,et G,  - (V ,  22, P,  S )  be a strict deterministic grammar with strict 
partition ~ on V. Then  for A c N ,  a, fll , r2 e V* ,  A - ~ fitfl',, in P,  (A  - ~ fli "f12, A )  is a 
strict determinist ic va l id  LR(O)  i tem for  afl~ , to be abbreviated as va l id  strict determinist ic 
i tem for c~i ,  if there exist n ~ O, 7i  ,..., Y~+l c V* ,  A o , A l ,..., A, ,  E N such that 
= ~l "'" ~ ,  Ao ~ S,  A~ r-_ A ,  and 
y iA1  is a production 
7,2A~ is a production 
),~A,~ is a production 
/31 is a production 
prefix of A 0 (240 denotes the *r-block of A 0 .) 
prefix of A/ix 
prefix of 2/-,_ l 
prefix of _2/-. 
Note that the second component of an item is always A. 
I f  n = 0, the definition reduces to "fli is a production prefix of A 0 ."  
EXAMPLE 7.1. Consider the grammar G = ({a, a 1 , a.,, aa, b 1 , b 2 , A 1 , As ,  S},  
{a, a i , a 2 , a s , b i , bo}, P, S) where P consists of the following numbered  productions: 
0 S -7  a iA  l 
1 S -~ a lA ,  ., 
2 S ~ a.,A~ 
3 S ~ a3A z 
4 A i ~ ab 1 
5 A2 ~ ab,, 
under strict partition ~r .... {{a, a t ,  a2, as ,  b l ,  b2}, {A, ,  A2}, {S}}. Since 
S --~ a.,A i 
A., - ,- ab 2 
we have 
a.,A 1 is a production prefix of {S} 
A is a production prefix of {A~, Ao}. 
Therefore (A2--~-ab,. , ,  A )  is a valid strict deterministic item for a S . Note that this is 
not a valid LR(O)  item for a 2 . 
We are now ready to present the algorithm for generating valid strict deterministic 
sets of items. We use the following technique to ensure a compact set of tables. 
If we have a nontcrminal  following a dot in a given set of items, we will act as if all 
the nonterminals in the same equivalence class as that nonterminal  under the strict 
partit ion followed the dot and perform an extended "closure" by adding additional 
items in 1 (d) and 2(d) governed by this assumption. 
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The effect of adding additional items in the manner we shall specify will be to 
allow us to ignore some "left context" when making parsing decisions, paying attention 
only to the block and the production prefix of that block on which we are working. 
We now parameterize Algorithm 2.1 to give an algorithm that computes SD(7), the 
strict deterministic valid items for any ), ~ V*. 
ALGORITHM 7.1. 
Input. G - (V, Z', P, S), a reduced context-free grammar, w, a partition on V, 
~,~ V*. 
Output)  \Ve define the output to be SD(y) = V0S~(y). 
We parameterize Algorithm 2.1 as follows. 
1 (d) If for some A ~ S, a e V*, we have (A --+ a) < P, add (A --+ -~, A) to SD(A). 
I f  for B e N,/3, 8 c V*, if (A -+ .Bfl, A) has been placed in SD(A), and for some C r= B, 
(C --7 3) e P add (C --~ -8, A) to SD(A). Repeat until nothing new can be added. 
2(d) I f  for a, fl,3 ~ V*, A ,  B ~ N, (A ~ o~. Bfl, A)  has been placed in SD(Xa "'" X~) 
and for some C ~ B, (C- ~ 8) ~ P then add (C ~ .3, A) to SD(X~ --- X 0. Repeat until 
nothing new can be added. 
Note that l(d) may be redundant with l(b) and 2(d) may he redundant with 2(b). 
We again use G of Example 7.1 for an example. 
EXAMPLE 7.2. Consider G with partition w as in Example 7.1. We wish to compare 
valid LR(O) sets of items with valid strict deterministic sets of items for certain valid 
prefixes of G, namely ala, a~a, and aaa. We first compute the valid LR(O) sets of items 
for ala , aza, and a~a, namely Vo(ala), Vo(a.za), and Vo(a3a ). We have 
Vo(a,)(S--+ a, - A~,  A)  
(S -+ al 9 A~., A) 
(A 1 -~- "ab 1 , A)  




Vo(ala)(A ~ -+ a " bl , A)  
(A 2 --)- a - b2, A). 
Vo(~2) = (s  ~ a,.,- 3~,  A) 
: (A 1 --)- "ab I , A ) ,  
V0(a2a) = {(& --> a" bl, A)) 
a When ~r is clear, we will omit ~r fi'om our notation. 
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and since 
we have 
Vo(a:,)(S-+ .:," & ,  A) 
(A  2 --,- .ab2 , A )  
P~(aaa ) = {(A2- .a  "b2, A)}. 
Note that U0(ata), Vo(a2a), and Vo(a:,a ) are distinct. We now compute SD(aja), SD(a2a), 
and SI)(aaa ) with respect o rr. 
Now to compute SD(a~) we get from 2(a) of our algorithm 
from 2(b) we get 
( S -~-  al " A1 ,  A )  
(S -~ al " A2, A); 
(A~ - ~- "ab I , A )  
( A 2 --,- "abe, A )  
and no additional items are added in 2(d). 
By 2(a), we get for SD(aja) 
(A1 --~ a -  b 1 , A) 
(A 2-~- a -  b2, A). 
We now compute SD(a~). From 2(a) we get 
From 2(b) we have 
(S -~-  a 2 9 A 1 , A). 
(A  1 ~ "ab 1 , A).  
Now from 2(d) we get the additional item 
(A  2 ~ "ab2 , A), 
since A a --: A 2 . 
Therefi)re for Sl)(a,)a) we get 
(A1 ~a 9 bl , A) 
(A2 --~ a -  b2, A). 
Similarly, we get the same items for SD(aaa). Thus, we see that SD(ala), SD(a2a), and 
SD(aaa ) are identical. We have succeeded in "combining" three sets of items into one 
set of items. 
We now must prove that in Algorithm 7.l we have computed the set of valid strict 
deterministic items for some given 2, ~ V*. Our technique will be similar to that used 
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in proving Theorem 3.3. Namely, we will show how the addition of items in Algorithm 7.1 
corresponds to be "chains" of productions in the definition of valid strict deterministic 
items. 
The following lemma shows the correspondence between valid items that will be 
added to SD0, ) in step 2(a) with those that will be added in steps 2(b) and 2(d). 
LEMMA 7.1. Let G = (V, Z, P, S)  be a strict deterministic grammar with strict parti- 
tion ~r. For A ~ N,  a, fi ~ V*, (A ~ "fl, A)  is a valid strict deterministic item for  o~ where 
o~ v~ A or A ~ S i f  and only i f  there exist A' ,  B E N,  o 4 ill', fl,.' ~ V* such that 
(1) (A' -~ ill' " BilE', A) is a valid strict deterministic item for a, with fi~' ~_ V + i f  
~/- A and A '  ~ S i f  o~ ~ A, and 
n >~ 0, B i , Bi' c N,  3i ~ V*, B i --~ B i' for 1 <~ i <~ n, with B o' =-~ B, B,~' A (2) 
such that 
are all in P. 
Bo' - ~ BI 81 
BI' ~ B2 •2 
B, '  --+/3 
Proof. The argument is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.4 and is omitted. 
We are now ready to prove an important heorem. 
'I~IIEOREM 7.1. Let G ,= (V, Z, P, S)  be a strict deterministic grammar, ~r a strict 
partition on V and y ~ V*. Then an item is in SD(7) after application of Algorithm 7.1 i f  
and only i f  that item is a valid strict deterministic item for y. 
Proof. The argument is quite similar to the proof of Theorem 3.3 and is omitted. 
DEFINITION 7.2. Let G -(V, 27, P, S) be a strict deterministic grammar, ~ a 
partition on V. We define .5r D = {SD(7 ) ! 7 ~ V*}. We now must generate our collection 
of sets of items. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let G = (V, Z, P, S)  be a strict deterministic grammar, ~r a strict 
partition on V. Algorithm 2.2 correctly computes ~9 ~sD. 
Proof. The proof follows directly from Theorem 2.2. 
We now compare the canonical collection of sets of valid LR(O) items with the collec- 
tion of sets of valid strict deterministic items for the G of Example 7.1. Since k --  0, the 
second component of each item is A, therefore, we will omit it from our notation. 
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EX~WPLr 7.3. 
Canon ica l  LR(O)  i tems 
1 o S --~ "aaA t 
S - -+  "a tA  2 
S - , .  "a.,A I
S -~. "aaA2 
I~ S -  ~ a lA  2 9 
I n A l~- , -a -b  1 
A 2 -4  a " b 2 
I l S - , -a  1 "A  1 
S -+ a 1 " Ao 
A I  -~  "abl 
A,z -+ " ab,, 
A 1 - , . .ab r 
I~  S - -~ a,zA t 9 
I s A1- -+a-b  1 
I 9 S --+ aaA 2 - 
I i o  A ,~-  ~ a " b 2 
I a S - , -  a a 9 A 2 
A2 -4  "ab2 
I 4 S - -~a lA  1 . 
111 A1- - ) -ab  I " 
]12 A2 --~ ab2 " 
Str ic t  determin is t i c  i tems (Bracketed  i tems added in  s tage  2(d).)  
S-  ~ "ajA 1 1~, 
S .--,- "a~A 2 
S-- , -  "a.,A 1 Is 
S + "a3A 2 
S ~ a lA2  9 
A 1 --~ a " b 1 
A~ -+ a " b 2 
S ----~ a I " A 1 
S-~.  a 1 9 A2 
A~ --~ "ab 1 
A2 - "  "ab~ 
S - + a 2 " A 1 
A1 -~" " abl 




S - -~- a2A 1 9 
S- -+ a~A~ 9 
A 1 - ~. ab t . 
Az  -~- ab,z " 
I a S - , -  a~ 9 A~ 
A~ -+ "ab 2 
I 4 S---~ a~A t 9 
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The following result relates valid strict deterministic tems to valid LR(O) items. 
LEMMA 7.2. Let G = (V, X, P, S) be a strict deterministic grammar and rr be a strict 
partition of V. I f  for some A ~ N, o~, fl, , r2 ~ V*, (A --~ ill" fl, , A) is a valid LR(O) item 
for ~fll , then it is also a valid strict deterministic tem for a~l . 
Proof. Assume that for some ArN,  ~,f i i , f l2 ~V*,  (A -~f l l - f l2 ,A )  is a 
valid LR(O) item for c~. Then (A-* f i t . r io . ,  A )~ V0(c~t ) by Theorem 3.3. Thus 
(A  *fix'fl'2, A )~ vSD(c~,) by Lemma 5.1. Therefore (A--->fit "fiz A) is a valid strict 
deterministic tem for a4~ 1, by Theorem 7.1. | 
In order to construct ables for our characteristic parsers from our sets of strict deter- 
ministic items, we must show that cj0SD is characteristic consistent. We now begin that 
development. 
The first theorems how that left recursiveness in a generalized form cannot occur 
in strict deterministic grammars. It is a generalization of Theorem 2.3 of [11], which 
says that for strict deterministic grammars, for at  V*, A, B ~_ N, A-~+ Be implies 
A~B.  
THEORF.M 7.3. Let G (V, ~, P, S) be a strict deterministic grammar and let ?r be a 
strict partition on V. Let A o , Ao', A t , At', .... A~ , A~' ~ N, A~ =- A t' for 0 ~ i ~ n, 
ai ~ V* for 0 ~ i -~ n. Then in P we cannot have productions 
A o -~  A i 'a  i 
.~z~ 1 - -~ A2'o~ 2
An -L - ' - *  A~t'~ 
A~ -~- A0'~ o
Proof. Assume for the sake of contradiction that we have such productions in G. 
Since L(G) is not degenerate, there exists some w c~ 2:~, m ~ 1 such that A o ?~ w. 
Now le t j  ~ m mod(n i 1). By the proof of Theorem 2.3 of [11], if for some y~ V ~ 
then IriS, ~ Jfj . Thus we have 
m 
A~ ~ ~, 
(1)W E A]. 
But this contradicts the fact that mw c )ZA 9 I 
Our next theorem is somewhat technical and says that, in some sense, a decomposition 
of c~fl~ in Definition 7.1 is unique up to trailing A's. This result is somewhat related to 
the l,eft-Part Theorem of [12], but the present context is more general9 
LEMMA 7.3. Let G = (V, X, P, S) be a reduced strict deterministic grammar and 
t let rr be a strict partition on V. Suppose there exist m ~/ n ~ O, 7, Y', 7t ,..., Y**t , 7t ,..., 
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t t t t t t Vm+l E V*, A t ,..., A,~ , A 1 ,..., A m e N where Yi "'" Y~+t := Y = Y = Yi "'" Y,~+i, 
Ai o =/ i  o' = ~q such that 
Vi.,ffi is a production prefix of Ao 
ya_d2 is a production prefix of -fit 




y l 'A i '  is a production prefix of Ao' 
y~'A 2' is a production prefix of A i" 
y~+a is a production prefix of J4- . 
7i = Yi' for 1 ~ i ~ n + l 
A~. :  A~' for l <~ i ~n  
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and 
y i '=A for n+2<~i<~m+l .  
9 Proof. Assume for the sake of contradiction that for all i such that 1 ~< i < j ~ n + 1, 
we have y~ = yi' and ./i 4 = Jl~-', but  that y,- @- y / .  We see that y,. must  be a proper prefix 
of 7 /o r  vice versa. We assume that 7r is a proper prefix of ~j .  Since m ~ n, this is the 
more difficult case. We shall not prove the case where V~-' is a proper prefix of Vj, but  
the proof is similar. 
By our assumption, we have 
7j 'A j '  is a production prefix of 2~_ 1 
and also 
y. is a production prefix of A-j i = A j - I  9 
tt Also for some y~- e V + we have 
7j - 7j7~ 
(1 )T .k '  = ( l )~ , " j . .  
Since G is strict deterministic, with partit ion ~r, we have 
o-b, ;' e A '  
Since 7 =- 7', for some k such that n + 1 > k > j ,  we have 
t t 7~+x = A, 7 j~ "= A,..., 7'k_~ == A and 
571/14/3-5 
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Therefore we see that 
A'~.~I is a production prefix of *gj' 
A'~.+2 is a production prefix of d~+ i 
my ' is a production preEx of/i[._1. k 
Thus, for all l such that j ~ l ~ k, there exist A~ c N, e~ e V* with A~' c- A~' such that 
A tt t 
j --~- Aj I iaJ+i 
A" A'  
J+ l  -- )" J t 2~ 2 
A" ( i )y  (x /~--I--* k k 
with 
A"  (i)'}/k j. L~ 
But by Theorem 7.3, this cannot occur in G, giving us a contradiction9 
Thusy~ : y /  for 1 ~ i~n I- 1 and*gi =*g, for 1 ~ i~n.  Since ~ = 7' we must 
have 
y i '~-A  for n+2~i~m ~1. | 
The next result will help show that the strict deterministic tables are consistent. It 
will also be useful later in giving us the size of strict deterministic parsers. 
ImM:V~ 7.4. Let G = (V,)-7,, P, S) be a strict deterministic grammar and let ~r be a 
strict partition on G. Let A, A'  E N, 7, 32,33' ~- V*, ~1, [31' ~ V+. Then if (A --~ fll " [32, A) 
is a valid strict deterministic tem for y, and if (A' -~ ill' "/3z', A) is a valid strict deter- 
ministic item for y, then A -=  A' and fii ' [3i'. 
Proof. Assume the hypothesis9 Then there exist Yi ,--., Y~, Yi',..., Y,,' e V*, m, n ? 0, 
A 0 , A l ,..., A , ,  A0', Aa',..., A,,' 6 N such that y -.- Yl "'" ~ 1  = ~"1 . . . .  ~mtf~lt Ao 
*go' ~ S, A n A,  A,. '  = *g ' ,and  
ylA1 is a production prefix of *go 
yzA z is a production prefix of *gl 
y,~A~ is a production prefix of A~_ 1 
fll is a production prefix of A~ 
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and 
71'A1' is a production prefix of A 0' 
7.,.'A2' is a production prefix of -d-l' 
7, ,{A '  is a production prefix of J/ '  
t fll is a production of_d ' ~g - 
Since fit, fix' ~- V+ directly from Lemma 7.3, we have A - -  A '  and/3t =/3~'- | 
COROLLARY. Let G : (V,27, P, S) be a strict deterministicgrammar with strictpartition rr. 
Let A,  A '  e N, y, /32 , fl,2' c V*, fl~ , fla' ~ V-'. Then if  (A -  ~ fl~ " fi2 , A)  is a valid LR(O) 
item for ~ and if  (A' ~/3(-/32", A) is a validLR(O) item for 7 then A ---- A '  and /3~ =- /3,'. 
Proof. The resuh follows from Lemmas 7.2 and 7.4 since every valid LR(O) item 
is a valid strict deterministic tem. | 
We now present a lemma which will directly give us consistency of the collection of 
sets of valid strict deterministic tems. 
LFMMA 7.5. Let G : (V, 27, P, S)  be a strict deterministic grammar, *r a strict partition 
on V. Then .of SOD is consistent. 
Proof. Assume for the sake of contradiction that ,~ is not consistent. Then for some 
a~V'*  there exist A ,A '~N,  fl, f l l , f l~cV* ,  mf l~N such that (A - -+f i - ,A )  and 
(N' --+ fll ' flz, A) are distinct valid strict deterministic tems for aft. Our proof consists 
of two cases, f l l / -  A and fll = A. The fact that G is A-free is exploited in the proof 
because fl / A v~ /31/32. 
Case 1. fll : /  A. This case leads to a contradiction. By Lcmma 2.4, since we have 
f le  V+, fll ~ V~, we have fi - fll and A ~ A' .  Therefore we have (A ~ fl), (A'  -~ flfi,~) c P, 
where A ~- A'.  Since G is strict deterministic, fi2 A and A : A'. Thus (.//--+/3 -, A) = 
(// '  -~ fil " f12 , A) which is a contradiction. 
Case 2. fll = A. Since (A ' -~  "/32, A) is a valid strict deterministic item for 043 
there exist j ) 0, A~ .... , Aj 9 N, ~'1 ,.-., 7~+~ 9 V* such that 043 =- Yl "'" ?~,-~, Jlo = ~, 
Aj =A ' ,~!~:  .// ,and 
Y~ ~/i is a production prefix of -2/-o 
72//2 is a production prefix of )/1 
~J ~ 1 is a production prefix of A j .  
Let i be the smaIlest integer such that y~ = A for i ~ k ~ j - [  1. Clearly i ~> 2 since 
aft @- A. We get 
y~A 1 is a production prefix of -)/o 
y.,_A2 is a production prefix o f / / i  
Yi-tAi 1 is a production prefix of ~ii_ ~ . 
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t t Clearly Yl "" Y4 1 = oq3. Therefore, for some Ai_ 2 E A i -3 , 7i-1 ~- V* 
t 
A'  ~ yi_lAi_.l~ti_ I @ P i - -3  
and (Ai_ 3 '  -~ 7i-t 9 Ai_Lyi_~', A) is a valid strict deterministic tem for aft. By Lemma 7.4, 
A~. 3 -::-= A and 7i L = fl- Substituting, we get 
t t (Ai_ 3 -~ flAi_lyi_a) e P. 
We also know that (A -+f l )  E P. Since A- - -A ' ,_e and G is strict deterministic, 
Ai_ly~_ x -~ A. But this contradicts the fact that Ai_. 1 e N.  | 
THEOREM 7.4. Let G- - (V ,  2,  P, S) be a strict deterministic grammar, ~r a strict 
partition on G. Then jSD is characteristic consistent. 
Proof. From Lemma 7.5, the set is consistent, therefore from Lemma 2.2 it is 
characteristic consistent. I 
Finally, we can construct he tables for our characteristic parser. 
DEHNITION 7.3. Let G =-(V, 27, P, S) be a strict deterministic grammar with 
strict partition 7r. We define ,57-o sD == {T(I) ] I E 5~oSD}, the collection of strict deterministic 
tables for G. 
We now get the following parsing tables for our grammar G of Example 7.1 : 
EXAMPLE 7.4. (Blanks are error entries.) 
Canonical LR(O) parsing tables 





T, reduce 0 
Ts reduce 1 
T6 shift 
T 7 reduce 2 
Ts shift 
7"9 reduce 3 
Tlo shift 
TH reduce 4 
T12 reduce 5 
T, T~ T~ 
T I I  T12 
T,.. 
T~ 7", T~ 
T~ 7", 
T~0 T, 
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Strict deterministic parsing tables 











We now USC 















DEFINITION 7.4. Let G =- (V, Z, P, S) be a strict deterministic grammar with strict 
partition 7r. We call the characteristic LR(O) parser of Definition 2.1 with tables j-SD 
the strict deterministic parser for G (under lr). 
The fact that the parser works follows directly from our knowledge of characteristic 
parsing. 
THEOREM 7.5. Let G (V, Z, P, S) be a strict deterministic grammar and let zr be 
a strict partition on V. Let j-SD be the strict deterministic characteristic parser for G under 
partition 7r. Then for all x EL(G), 
(x, To, A) ~- (A, To, p) ~-- accept,  
or where S ~ a x and for all x eL(G) 
(x, 7o, A) ~- er ror .  
Proof. The acceptance proof follows directly from Theorem 5.1. The proof of the 
error case follows directly from Theorem 5.2 and the fact that nondegenerate strict 
deterministic grammars have no A-rules. II 
We consider the actions of the canonical LR(O) and strict deterministic parsers for 
the grammar G of Example 7.1 on the error input azab ~ . 
EXAMPLE 7.5. 
Canonical LR(O) parser 
Pushdown store Input  stream Output tape 
To a2abz - -  
Toaz T2 ab2 - - -  
Toa2 T..za Ts b2 - -  
er ror  
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Strict deterministic parser 
Pushdown store Input stream Output ape 
T O aoab~ - -  
Toa,., T.z abo - -  
Toa2 T,~a T6 b~ - -  
Toa, " 7"~a Trb.,. "Flo A - -  
er ror  
8. ']'I1E SIZE OF A STRICT I)V:FERMINISTIC PARSER 
We now wish to compute the number of tables used by our strict deterministic parsing 
algorithm for a strict deterministic grammar and compare it with the number of tables 
generated by the canonical LR(O) parsing algorithm on the same grammar. For general 
LR(O) grammars, expressing the size of the canonical LR(O) parser in terms of simple 
properties of the grammar seems to be very difficult. References [13, 14] give some 
upper bounds on the size of the parsers while Purdom [17] gives empirical results. 
Simple expressions are given for the size of the strict deterministic parser and 
canonical LR(O) parsers for strict deterministic grammars in terms of the grammar. We 
shall prove that for strict deterministic grammars the canonical LR(O) parser is at least 
as large as the strict deterministic parser, independent of the chosen strict partition. 
We further provide a parameterized class of grammars for which the size of the LR(O) 
canonical parser grows exponentially larger than the strict deterministic parser. 
We begin by calculating the size of the strict deterministic parser for a strict deter- 
ministic grammar under strict partition ~r. 
The first lemma shows that certain items in a set of items determine that certain other 
items must also be in that set. 
LEMMA 8.1. Let G (V, X, P, S)  be a strict deterministic grammar with strict parti- 
tion ~r on V. Let A, A '  c N,  fll c V -~ , a, [32 , fl.,' c V* with A -- A'  (mod7r). Then i f  
(A ->flt " f l2 ,A)  is a valid strict deterministic item for c~/3, and (A ' -+f l , f l . , ' )~P  then 
(A' --7 fll " f12', A) is also a valid strict deterministic tem for afll . 
Proof. Since (A --+/31 9 A) is a valid strict deterministic item for cz/31 there exist 
n>~0,71,. . . ,7,~c V* ,A ,A  l , . . . ,A ,~cNsuchthat~-  7a"  7 ,~,A0- -S ,A~: :Az -A ' ,  
and 
71A1 is a production prefix of A a 
7~A2 is a production prefix of -/i 1 
7,~A~ is a production prefix of A~_I 
fit is a production prefix of _21~. 
Since (A' -- ~/31/32') ~P, (A' -7/31 "f12', A) is a valid strict deterministic item for ~fll- | 
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We can now describe any set of valid strict deterministic items. 
LEMMA 8.2. Let G = (V, Z, P, S) be a strict deterministic grammar with strict parti- 
tion zr. Let 5~So ~ be the collection of sets of valid strict deterministic tems. Then for every 
I E 0~0 sn --  {SD(A)} there exist /3i ~ V+, b ~ 7r such that for A '  E N,/31' ~ V+,/3'/~ V*, 
(A' --+/3( "/32', A) ~ I if and only if (A' -~ /3i'/32') ~ P where A'  ~ b and/31' ~ :/31. 
Proof. Choose some 1 e ,CfoSD -- {SD(A)}. Then there exists some A E N, /31 e V+, 
/32 ~ V* such that (A ~ fla "/3', A) 6 I. Suppose that for A'  ~ N, /3i' ~ V+, 132' ~ V*, 
that (A' ~/3 i '  "/32', A) e I. Then by Lemma 7.4, A ~-- A '  and/3i' :-- /3. 
Conversely, assume (A'-->/3i'/3~') ~ P, where A '~ b and /3i' -/31- By Lemma 8.1, 
(A ' - , - f l / . /3 ( ,A )~L  | 
Finally, a lcmma is needed that guarantees the existcncc of valid strict deterministic 
items corresponding to any production prefix. 
LEMMA 8.3. Let G = ( V, •, P, S) be a strict deterministic grammar with strict parti- 
tion 7r. Let c#sl) be the collection of sets of valid strict deterministic tems. Then for every 
" :0  
/31 ~ V{' b ~ Zr, where for some /32 c V*, A E b, we have (A +/31fl2) ~- P, there exists an 
I ~ ~sD _ {SD(A)}  such that for A' ~ N, /31' c V+, /32' ~ V*, (A' - ~/31' /3~', A) ~. I if 
and only if A'  c b and/3/ : /31 9 
Proof. Since (A --+/3~fl2) ~- P, by Lemma 3.3, for some a c V*, (A ->/3t "/3~, A) 
is a valid LR(O) item for e~/3,. Therefore by Lemma 7.2, (d  ~/31 "/32, A) E SD(a/3,). Let 
I , SD(cq3~). Suppose that for A '  E N, /3~' ~ V +, /3( ~_ V*, that (A' - >/31' "/3(, A) E I. 
By I,emma 7.4, // :-- d '  and/3i' - /31 9 
Conversely, assume (A' --*/3i'/32') -c- P where d '  ~ b and /3i' = fit 9 By I,emma 8. l, 
(A' +/3(./3,_,', A)c I. | 
Now the size of these strict deterministic parsers can be calculated. 
TIIEOREM 8.1. Let G = (V, X, P, S) be a strict deterministic grammar and let ~r be 
a strict partition on V. Then 
io7-S D (pSD I ~. o I - [ , :o I 1 t ~ (# of non-A production prefixes of b). 
Oe ,-r 
Proof. The result follows directly from Lemmas 8.2 and 8.3. II 
We now show that the number of tables in a strict deterministic parser grows linearly 
in the size of the grammar, where size is the sum of the lengths of the right-hand sides. 
COROLLARY. Let G : : (V, 22, P, S) be a strict deterministic grammar and let rr be a 
strict partition on V. Let the ith production be A~ -~ /3i where Ai ~ N, fli ~ V *, and li -:. lg(/3i), 
for l <~ i <~ l P l. Then 
[el 
J:-~DI~I tY l , .  
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Proof. 
I J0SD I = i + ~ (# of non-A production prefixes of b) 
bETr 
Ipl 
~<l+y l,. ! 
i=1 
We now wish to compare the size of our strict deterministic parser with the size of 
the canonical LR(O) parser for the same grammar. 
THEOREM 8.2. Let G = (V , I ,  P, S) be a strict deterministic grammar with strict 
partition ~r. Then 
I J-o~n [ ~< I Jo l .  
Proof. We construct a function • from ,~ into ~9~0 so and show that ~ is onto. Let 
6(V(A)) -- SD(A). 
Consider any other I ~ 0~ and let (A-~/31 "/33, A) be in I for somc A ~ N, /31 E V +, 
/3z e V* where A ~_ b for some b E It. Define 
~(A -~/3t" ft.,, A) = r 
where 
I '  = {(A' --~/3( 9 fl(, A) I A '  e N, ill' ~_ V-', ft.,' ~ V*, A '  e b,/3~' /3~}. 
Such an I '  exists in ,9~ sD by Lemma 8.3 and ~ is well defined by the corollary to 
Lemma 7.4. It follows from Lemma 3.3 that $ is onto and the proof is complete. | 
Next we define how a set of variables can determine items for a string. 
DEFINITION 8.1. Let G =(V , I ,P ,  S) be a strict deterministic grammar. Let 
fl ~ V+ be some production prefix of G. A set ~ of variables determines items for fl if 
(1) there exists a ~_ V* such that A E ~ if and only if aA is a valid prefix of G and 
(2) /3 is a production prefix of A. 
The following example may be helpful. 
EXAMPLE 8.1. Consider the grammar G 
S -+ A 1 ] A S ] A 3 
A1 ~ a2A1 [ a~A1 [ bl 
A s --~ alA 2 [ a~A2 ] b2 
A 3 ->- alAa ] a2A3 [ ba 
G has strict partition ~r - -  { l ,  {A1, A~, Aa} }. The set {A2, Aa} determines items for a 1 
since alA 2 and alA 3 are valid prefixes of G, alA 1 is not a valid prefix, and a 1 is a production 
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prefix for {-//2, A3}. Also {A~} determines items for ax since alazAz is a valid prefix of G, 
both ala3A1 and aaa3A3 are not valid prefixes of G, and a I is a production prefix for A2. 
The following theorem provides an exact measure of the size of LR(O) parsers for 
strict deterministic grammars. 
THEOREM 8.3. Let G ~ = (V, X, P, S) be a strict deterministic grammar. Then 
[ J0 [ ~ ] ~0 ] 1 --:- ~ 1{~: ~ _C N, ~ determines items for/3}1. 
t3~V + 
t~ 
a product ion  
prefix of G 
Proof. A map ~b will be constructed from ~-  V(A) into ordered pairs consisting 
of a nonnull production prefix/3 and a set ~ which determine items for/3. 
Let I~.9~ and let (A ~ fit " f12 A, ) be in I for some A ~_ N, /31 ~ V~, and /32 ~ V*. 
Since G is strict deterministic, by Lemma 7.4 for any A' ~ N, /31' ~ V~, fie ~ V* such 
that (A' --~/3( -/3,,', A) ~1 we have/3( --/31 9 Let 
-- {A' ~ N ! (A' -~ fix"/32', A) ~ I for some/3(} 
and define 
~(Z) -- (A ,~) -  
The map is clearly one-to-one and onto by the definition of an LR(O) item. The theorem 
foltows immediately. | 
COROLLARY. Let G = (V, Z, P, S) be a strict deterministic grammar. Then 
I J-o ! ~ ! 5~o i >~ the number of production prefixes of G. 
Proof. For each non-A production prefix fl, there exists at least one set ~ which 
determines items for/3. II 
We have already shown that the size of the canonical LR(O) parser for a strict deter- 
ministic grammar is at least the size of any strict deterministic parser for the same 
grammar. We shall show in the following example that for a family of grammars the 
size can grow exponentially faster. This family of grammars i  similar to one given in [4]. 
EXAMPLE 8.2. Consider the grammar class G,~ = (V~, Zn, P,~, S) where n ~ 1, 
Zn: :{ai,br l ~ i  ~n},  V, - Zn u{Ar I ~ i ~n}U S, and 
P ,~- -{S->A,  I1 <~i<~n}w{A~-~asAi! l  <~i , j<~n, j# i}w{A~-+b~l l  <~i<~n}. 
This is a generalization of the grammar in Example 8.1. 
We first compute the size of the grammar, that is, the sum of the lengths of the right- 
hand sides of a production. Let l~ be the length of the right-hand side of the ith produc- 
tion, 1 ~ i ~< I P i. Then ~vll= li := 2nL The minimal strict partition ~r~ for G,~ consists 
of the blocks {S}, Z, and {d I ..... ~} .  
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Let 9--. n be the set of tables for the strict deterministic parscr for G,~ with rcspcct to ~r,. 
Then 
[ Y .  I = 1 ~- ~ (# of non-A production prefixes of b). 
bE~ n 
Now 
# of production prefixes for {A~ .... , A~} =-: n -[ n + n(n - -  1) n ~ + n, 
# of production prefixes for {S} -~ n. 
Weget  I '~ i  - nz-~2n--[-  1 =- - (n - i . l )  ~ 
Now let .~7-' be the set of tables for the canonical LR(O) parser for (7~. The following 
claim characterizes the valid prefixes of G~. 
Claim. For 1 ,~ ~ ia ,..., i k , j ~ n, aq ... aikA is a valid prefix of G~ if and only if 
j / il ,..., ik 9 
Proof. Assmne ail ... a iA  3 is a valid prefix of G.,. Assume for the sake of contra- 
diction that for some l, 1 ~ 1 ~ k, that j  it 9 Since aq .." a iA j  is a valid prefix of G,,, 
from our grammar, we see that we must have a derivation in G,  
-> *~> "'" a i r  aq  " "  a i f l  j *-> "'" ai~.~ j S ~r .4~ ~ ai~Aj R air ~Aj  ~'~ R otq . 
Thus we have Aj--,. ajA 5 is a production in G,~ which is a contradiction. 
Now assume that j /= i 1 --" i k . We have 
S ~> a iA i  ~> aqaiA:  ~ aij "'" a:~.A5 
Thus aq  "'" aiA:  is a valid prefix of G~. 
It  follows immediately that each of the 2" - -  1 nonempty subsets of N determines 
at least one production prefix. Consequently the number of states in the LR(O) parser 
for (;n is at least 2 '~. II 
9. SLR(k) AND LALR(k) PARSING 
In this section, we will briefly discuss the application of characteristic parsing to two 
widely known bottom-up arsing algorithms [2, 3, 16]. We will be particularly interested 
in the size of the parser created. In this section, the relationship of the optimization 
techniques of [1] to characteristic parsing is established. 
We begin with a series of definitions relating to SLR(k) parsing. 
DEFINITmN 9.1. Let G = (V, Z', P, S) be a reduced context-free grammar and let 
k >~ 0. The canonical collection .9 ~ of sets of LR(O) items for G is k-simple if for all 
I 9 of, A, A'  ~ N, fl, f it, fl', 9 V* where (k)fi2 r N, (A---~ fl -, A) 9 I, and (A ' -> fl, - 32, A) 9 I 
imply that 
FOLLOW~(A)  c~ HRS'r~(/~ FOLI,OW~.(A')) := ~.  
We say that a grammar G is SLR(k) if -~ is k-simple. 
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SLR(k) grammars are also defined in [2]. Henceforth the class of grammars defined 
in [2] will be referred to as ASLR(k). The relationship between our definition and that 
one is analogous to the relationship between the ALR(k) and LR(k) definitions discussed 
in [7]; namely for classes of grammars 
(1) LR(O) = SLR(0) ~ ASLR(0) ALR(0)  
(2) SLR(k) ASI,R(k) for k ~> I. 
As in the case of LR(k) grammars, it is necessary to define valid SLR(k) prefixes and 
items. 
DEFINITION 9.2. Let G-  (V, 2J, P, S) be a reduced context-free grammar and 
k ~> 0. y ~- l 7.  is a valid SLR(k) prefix of G if 7 is a valid prefix of G. 
I)EVINITION 9.3. Let G (V,X,  P, S) be a reduced context-free grammar. For 
A ~ N, ~,/3a, 3~ c V*, u c~ FOLLOW~(A), A -,- 3~3,2 c P, (A - ~ 3, " 3~, u) is a valid 
SI.R(k) item for (X~I if (A .... 31 " fl~, A) is a valid LR(O) item for ~fl~ and u c_- FOLLOW~.(A). 
We now give a characteristic algorithm for computing the sets of items to be used 
in building the sets of items for our SLR(k) parser. The technique will be that when 
some item of the form (A --+ "3, u) is added in stage l(a), l(b), or 2(b) of Algorithm 2.1, 
where A oN,  f l~ V ~, U CXA z,, in addition add all items (A * "3, u') where 
u' ~ FOI.LOWk(A) in l(d) or 2(d). The result will be to in effect make the sets of items 
independent of the lookahead string, since any production will have a fixed set of look- 
aheads associated with its left-hand side. Note that no additional items are added with 
fl = A as these will not reduce the size of the parser. When we specify the algorithm, 
we parameterize Algorithm 2.1 by providing l(d) and 2(d). 
ALGORITHM 9. I. 
Input. G = (V, Z, P, S), an SI,R(k) grammar. 
Output. Define the output to be S(7) : VkS(y), the set of valid SLR(h) items 
fory, y~ V'. 
Parameterize Algorithm 2.1 as follows: 
l(d) for every u EXff ,  A oN,  t ic  V ~ such that (a -+- f l ,  u) is added to VtS(A) 
in l(a) or (b), for every u' a27ff such that u' a FOIAX)W~(A), add (A --+ "fl, u') to 
V,,S(A); 
2(d) for every ucXf f ,  A~_N, f ie V-' such that (A -* ' f l ,  u) is added to Via(y) 
in 2(b), for every u' c Xff such that u' c- FOLI,OWa.(A), add (A - * "fl, u') to VkS(y). 
The SLR(k) parser for G is now created using the techniques described in Section 2. 
We shall call the sets of items generated by Algorithm 9.1 for a given y ~ V*, the valid 
SI,R(h) items for y. We can now easily prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 9. i. Let G :~ (V, PZ, P, S) be a reduced context-free grammar. Then for 
y ~ V* an item is in S(y) after application of Algorithm 9.1 if and only if that item is a 
valid SI,R(k) item for y. 
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Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
We now use Algorithm 2.2 to get the collection of sets of items ,ffk s. We can show 
THEOREM 9.2. ~s  {S(~,) ] y 9 V* is a valid SLR(k) prefix}. 
Proof. The proof follows directly from the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
We can also show the following: 
THEOREM 9.3. Let G = (~, Z', P, S) be an SLR(k) grammar. The 5f, the collection 
of sets of valid SLR(k) items for G, is consistent. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.6. 
We build our tables .~s  from 5fks , and associate ~s  with the characteristic LR(k) 
parser. 
SLR(k) parsing is discussed in [2] in the framework of "postponement sets" for 
LR(k) parsers. That technique involves combining tables of the canonical LR(k) parsers. 
Two sets of LR(k) tables are defined to be "equivalent" if one parser imitates the other 
unti[ perhaps one of the parsers detects an error. At this point, to maintain equivalence, 
the second parser cannot shift before detecting the error. This definition, however, is 
deficient, since it allows the second parser to get into an infinite loop without even 
detecting an error. For instance it is not shown in [2] that SI,R(k) parsers cannot get 
into infinite loops on error inputs. It can be shown that for any charactmqstic parser 
with a characteristic consistent set of tables in which the concatenation of symbols in V 
on the stack always constitutes a valid prefix of the grammar, such a parser cannot get 
into an infinite loop. 
We begin with a lemma that bounds the number of valid prefixes that produce a given 
terminal string. 
LE~IMA 9.1. Let G (V, X, P, S) be an LR(k) grammar and let x  9  Then 
{~ 9 V* ] ~, is a valid prefix of G and 7 ~> R X} is a finite set. 
Proof. We know that the stack configurations of a canonical LR(k) parser consist 
of the initial table followed by symbols of V followed by tables. If the symbols of V are 
concatenated a valid prefix always results by Theorem 4.1. Suppose we run the canonical 
LR(k) parser for G on all the strings in L(G) and consider all the concatenations of symbols 
of V in the stack after reading x, before shifting again or halting. From the proof of 
Theorem 4.1 this will give {~,c V*I~, is a valid prefix of G and 7, ~Rx}. Let 
XXo, xx 1 , xx 2 ,..., xxi .... , where x 0 ,..., xi .... 9 Z* be an enumeration of strings in L(G) 
with prefix x. We divide these into equivalence classes as follows: We say xxi ,--xxj 
if ~k~x i -: ~)xj. This gives us at most [ 2: ]k~l equivalence classes. For all of the strings 
in any equivalence class, the stack configurations after reading x, before shifting or 
halting, are identical and finite in number by Theorem 4.1, since canonical parsers halt 
on all inputs. Let m be the maximum number of moves for any equivalence class made 
after having read x, up to and including the move of shifting or halting. We have that 
[{y ~ V* ] y is a valid prefix of G and y *>R x}] ~< m ] 27 ]k+l. m 
We first prove our generalized theorem. 
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THEOREM 9.4. Let Gk- (V ,  27, P, S) be an LR(k) grammar and k >/O. Associate 
3rk c with a characteristic LR(k) parser for G for some C. Assume that for xx' E X*, p ~ P*, 
and for some l >/O, Xi  ~ V, T i~ 59~ for 1 ~ i ~ l, if 
(x, To, A) ~- (x', ToX1TtX~T2 "" XiTz , p) 
then X l  .." X~ is a valid prefix of G. Then the characteristic LR(k) parser with tables ~'k c 
can never get into an infinite loop. 
Proof. Supposc that oS~kc gets into an infinite loop. Then for some x, x' 6Z,*, 
~i C To(V~'-kC) *, pi c P* for i ~ 0 we have 
(x, To, A) ~- (x', 70, P0) ~- (x', 7~, pt) ~ - "  ~-  (x', 7, ,  P,) ~--  " 9 
By Lemma 9.1 for some i , j  >~ 0 we must have 7i -=Y j-  This, however, contradicts 
Lemma 5.4. | 
We now wish to show that SLR(k) parsers satisfy the hypotheses of our generalized 
theorem. 
The following definition will allow us to make a stronger statement in our theorem. 
DEFINITION 9.4. Let G =: (V, v, p, S) be a reduced context-free grammar and 
k ~ 0. Let ,~c  be a characteristic parser for G. We say that ~c  has the correct prefix 
property if for x, x' E 27 ~, y ~ To(V.~-~c) *, p c P* 
(xx', 20, A) / -  (x', 7, p) 
implies that for some x" c Z'*, xx" ~ L(G). 
We are now ready to prove a halting theorem for SLR(k) parsers. 
THEOREM 9.5. Let G = (V, Z, P, S) be an SLR(k) grammar, k >~ O. Let J-k s be the 
SLR(k) parser for G. Then 
(1) for x~L(G) , fo r  some pEP*  
where S => or x, 
(2) for x (~L(G) 
(x, T O , A) eL_ (A, 2/0 , p) w-- accept  
(x, 70, A) ~- er ror ;  
(3) ~q-k c obeys the correct prefix property. 
Proof. (1) follows from Theorem 5.1. From Theorem 5.2, (2) holds or the parser 
gets into an infinite loop. By Theorem 9.2 and Theorem 9.4, (2) must hold; (3) follows 
from Theorem 9.2 and Lemma 5.3. It 
It is clear from the development that the size or number of tables in the SLR(k) 
parser is equal to the number of sets of items in the canonical collection of sets of valid 
LR(O) items for G. 
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LALR(k) parsing is also discussed in [3, 16] as a technique for using LR(0)-sizc 
parsers on classes of grammars properly including the SLR(k) grammars. LALR(k) 
grammars constitute the largest class for which lookahead can be ignored in computing 
state sets. The disadvantage of LALR(k) parsing over SLR(k) parsing is the increased 
difficulty of computing lookahead sets; whereas in SLR(k) parsers, lookahead can be 
precomputed for each nonterminal, while in LALR(k) parsing lookahead must be 
computed for each item in each table. We present he definition of an LALR(k) grammar 
and then the algorithm for constructing LALR(k) parsers. 
DErlrqTION 9.5. Let G (V, 2,', P, S) be a reduced context-free grammar and 
let k >/0. Let y, y' 9 V*. We say that y and ~,' are core equivalent if t7o(,,,) = Vo(y' ). 
We say that G is LALR(k)  if for all A, A' 9 N, y, fl, fl~ , fl~ 9 V*, mfl~ ~ N, w c Z f f  if 
(~4 -~ fl -, w) ~ V~(y) and (.d' -~ fl~ 9 fl,~, A) 9 V0(7) and for some 7' 9 V*, 7' core equiv- 
alent to y, w' ~ Z ff  if 
(A '  -~  ~ . [~o , ~ ' )  c v,~(r ')  
then w r FIRSTk(~o.w' ).
Again, LALR(k) grammars are defined in [2] (henceforth ALALR(k)). The relationship 
between our definition [7] and the other definition is again analogous to the relationship 
between the ALR(k) and LR(k) definitions, namely for classes of grammars 
(1) LR(O) - LALR(0) ~ ALALR(0) -= AI,R(0) 
(2) LALR(k) = ALALR(k) for k ~ 1. 
Again, valid LALR(k) prefixes and valid LALR(k) items need to be defined. 
DEFINITION 9.6. Let G :-= (V, X, P, S) be a reduced context-free grammar. ), 9 V* 
is a valid LALR(k) prefix of G if 7 is a valid prefix of G. 
DEFINITION 9.7. Let G (V, S, P, S) be a reduced context-free grammar. For 
A 9 N, a, i l l , fi'-, 9 V*, u 9 FOLLOWx:(A), A -~ rid32 9 P, (A --~ ill-/32, u) is a valid 
LALR(k)  item for aft, if (A --+ fl~ -/3~, A) is a valid LR(0) item for a47 and for some ) /  9  V*, 
~,' core equivalent o 7,, (A ~ ~ fil " fl~, u) is a valid LR(k) item for 7'. 
Algorithm 2.1 is now parameterized to produce sets of valid LALR(k) items. 
ALGORITHM 9.2. 
Input. G = (V, X, P, S), an I,ALR(k) grammar. 
Output. Define the output to be I,A(y) --- VLA(~,), the set of valid LALR(k) items 
for 7- 
Parameterize Algorithm 2.1 as follows: 
l(d) is empty. 
2(d) is as follows: For every ~/  9  V- such that ),' is core equivalent to 7, for every 
A 9 N, fi c V*, u 9 Xff  such that (A ~ .fl, u) ~_ Vk(y'), add (A ~ -fi, u) to V~(y). 
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It can be shown that there is an algorithm to carry out the computation implied in 2(d). 
One can prove the following: 
TtlEOREM 9.6. Let G = (V, Z ~, P, S) be a reduced context-free grammar. Then an 
item is in LA(7) after application of Algorithm 9.2 if and only if that item is a valid LAI,  R(k) 
item for 7. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
We now use Algorithm 2.2 to get CJLAz , the collection of sets of valid LALR(k) items. 
We can show 
']'HI..'OREM 9.7. ,~A = {LA(7) i 7 c V* is a valid LALR(k) prefix for G}. 
Proof. The proof follows directly from Theorem 2.2. 
We can prove the following theorem as was the case for valid SLR(h) items. 
THFOREM 9.8. Let G = (V, S, P, S) be an LALR(k)grammar,  k >/O. Then cj, 
the collection of sets of valid LALR(k) items for G, is consistent. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.6. 
We now prove that LALR(k) parsers exhibit proper behavior on correct and incorrect 
inputs. 
TIIEOREM 9.9. Let G -- (V, 22, P, S) be an LALR(k) grammar, k >/O. Let 9-~. A be 
the LALR(k) parser for G. Then 
(1) for x eL(G) 
where S ~ > or x; 
(2) for x r L(G) 
(3) 
Proof. 
(x, To, A) r (A, 7 0 , p) F- accept  
(x, To, A) ~t_ error ;  
,5~ s obeys the correct prefix property. 
(1) follows from Theorem 5.1. From Theorem 5.2, (2) holds or the parser 
gets into an infinite loop. By Theorem 9.7 and Theorem 9.4, (2) must hold; (3) follows 
from Theorem 9.7 and Lemma 5.3. | 
We can, in fact, further show that the use of error postponement sets as defined in [2] 
will also result in parsers that halt. Furthermore, if error postponement sets are used 
there will always be valid prefixes on the stack since the error postponement set technique 
does not affect the "go to" function. The use of error postponement sets constitutes 
the special case of characteristic parsing for which one cannot shift an error input symbol 
onto the stack. 
It is clear from this development that the size, or number of tables, in an LALR(k) 
parser, is equal to the number of sets of items in the canonical collection of sets of valid 
LR(O) items in G. 
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10. CONCLUSIONS 
In  this paper the theory developed in [8] has been applied in three different ways. 
I t  has been shown how the SLR and LALR parsers fit into the characteristic parsing 
framework. It  has also been shown how strict deterministic parsing can be done using 
characteristic parsing. 
There  are other applications of characteristic parsing. A very impol~ant one, produc- 
tion prefix parsing, has been described in [5]. We cannot explore that method here as 
additional background from precedence parsing and error recovery techniques is needed, 
cf. [lOl. 
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